Rechargeable G-Spot Finder $5,000
Material: Medical Grade Silicone
Color: purple
WARMING UP FUNCTION: No more cold
and unreal penetration, this G-Spot
Finder is designed with an advance
heating constant-Temperature function

Product Size:
19 X 5 X 3 CM
DOUBLE-MOTOR: Powerful double-motor
integrated, easy to stimulate your body,
make the feeling even more intense and
satisfaction after insertion
WATERPROOF: 100% Water resistant design
allows the massager to be used in the bath
& shower

16 VIBRATION SETTINGS: 6 Speed modes
and 10 frequency conversion pulse to
find your favorite mode.
SAFETY: Make of odorless medicalgrade silicone, safe and health.

.

10 Speed Mini Bullet Vibrator $2,000
This powerful bullet is smooth to the
touch, nice and ultra-sleek
This has a 10 frequency vibration
modes that will have you weak at
the knees but begging for more.
Carry this pocket sized treat in your
handbag so you are ready for
action and never left unsatisfied.

Specifications:
Vibration Mode: 10
Material: ABS
Battery: 1 x 3A Battery (NOT included)
Color: Silver, Gold

Remote Control Wireless Pantie Vibrator $5,500

10 Professional Vibrating Speed
Powerful Motor with 1000% working
speed
Perfect Curve to Closely Fit Your Body
The convex point focus on clitoral
stimulation, give you high excitement
and pleasure
Ultra Thin and Premium Softness
Fully layered with silicone, 100% close
fitting without displacement
Noise less than 50dB
Feel free to use it in public
Waterproof
Can be used in the shower or in bath
USB Cable for Vibrator and Remote
Control Charging
Can be recharged with any USB port
Comfortable to wear for a long time,
Soft & Portable

Vibrating Pocket Pussy $6,000

Made with non-toxic and safe TPR.
Feel the real things with the fleshy
touch feeling.
Special convex particles inside,
improve your pleasure.
Abdomen press design: Apply
pressure by moving the cup back and
forth with your hand and by squeezing
its sides.
Powerful Suction Cup: Powerful wash
plate suction, can be attached to any
smooth surface, providing hands-free
fun.
It is the most wonderful thing you can ever do with yourself. In fact, it is said that
an individual, who knows how to please himself, can please his partner as well.
Made of ultra soft and body-safe TPE material, with super real inner structure.
Cover with a simple and discreet ABS shell, you can take it anywhere with you

Kegel Balls Tighten Vagina $4,500

1. Add Lubricant
2. Lie down on your back and relax your PFM muscles, insert into your vagina.
3. Tighten your PFM muscles to keep the weight in place, and slowly try to stand
up, and go about your business. Clean the ball thoroughly before and after use.
The Kegel Balls feature a hollow design with inner metal balls, which create a
slight vibration, colliding with the surface of the kegal ball when you walk, run, or
swim. The vibration stimulates your PMC muscle and helps it to shrink and tighten
around your Kegal Balls so that the balls won't slip out. That is how the kegeal
balls exercise your vagina.

Powerful AV Magic Wand Vibrator $5,500

Mode: There are 12 vibration settings in total.
How to use: There are three buttons and a LED display, long press the power
button for 3-5 seconds to turn on / off, short press another two buttons to
change the vibration speed.
Material: FDA approved Medical Grade body safe silicone + ABS. Flexibility and
elastic, odorless and skin-friendly, health and safe to use.
Waterproof grade: IPX7 Can be used in bathroom or any other wet places and
easy to clean.
Charge: USB Magnetic Quick Charger, easier than charging your smart phone!
Charging time: about 2 hours

Oral Sex Simulator $7,500

Product Description:
Oral stimulation massager is the best oral skill lover for women. Without a partner,
you can get enough stimulation and reach climax during solo play with the
product. It mainly works on you by stimulate the clit with powerful sex vibes. And
the vibes are produced between the quick movement of internal blown
flapping tongue.
Features:
1. Tongue licking style vibrator, with 7 strong working speeds of vibration.
2. Ergonomic hand-held size, easy to hold and control because of its curve,
sleek and compact design.
3. Soft unique mouth fit to any sensitive part of body. Blown flapping tongue
inside the mouth
produce powerful vibes to make you howl at the moon.
4. IPX7 waterproof, using in bath could get more quick and easy orgasm.
5. Power lock function available for turn-on accident protection.

Rechargeable 10 Speed Bullet Vibrator $4,000

About the product:
Mini bullet vibrators : designed to hit
the Clit & nipples, for easy stimulation.
Mode : 10 strong and varied
vibration settings to experience
different feel passions.
How to use : Designed with one
button, press the button for 3-5
seconds to turn on / off, short press to
change the vibration speed.
Waterproof grade: IPX7 . It means can
be under water for 30 minutes, can
be used in bathroom or any other wet
places and easy to clean.
Charge : USB charged, as easy as
charging your smart phone!
Color : Rose Gold and silver

Vibrating Cock Ring $4,500

About the product:
Double penis rings detachable mini bullet
vibrator: designed to hit the penis, clit &
nipples, for easy stimulation.
Mode: 10 strong vibration settings.
How to use: Designed with one button, press
the button for 3-5 seconds to turn on / off,
short press to change the vibration speed.
Material: FDA approved Medical Grade
body safe silicone + ABS.
Waterproof grade: IPX7. It means can be
under water for 30 minutes, can be used in
bathroom or any other wet places and easy
to clean.
Charge: USB charged, as easy as charging
your smart phone!

